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 We tried running a native game (with all the games in it) with 16 gb of memory dedicated for video. Graphics are slow and
laggy. Everything else in the machine is slower than the Intel i3-2100 processor. We disabled hyperthreading on the

motherboard, which made everything even slower.The memory is 8 gb, and we are running an am4 ryzen 7 1700X 3.6 GHz 3.6
ghz with 16 gb of ram. I keep getting a message that says that the graphics card is not responding. As I understand it, while it is
much faster than it was on windows 7 (which was terrible), it is still much slower than a Ryzen 7 1700 with 16 gb of ram. We
are running a MSI X470-SLI motherboard, and we are using our software, a ryzen 7 1700x, 16 gb of ram, and amd graphics.

The gpu, which is a Radeon RX 580 8gb is set to auto. If we give it 8 gb of ram it will crash. We are running the nvidia drivers
from the amd graphics page.I use this PC for streaming and light gaming on youtube. So far the speeds have been really slow,

and everything is just kinda hanging.I also tried installing Windows 7 home basic, and that was even slower. I was kind of
expecting the computer to be slower with the Ryzen 7 1700. But i didn't expect it to be slower than the i3-2100. A:Windows 7

Ultimate with 16 GB RAM You said that you have upgraded everything on the CPU/PC. I do not think that there is anything for
the OS to do. Have you also upgraded the motherboard, PSU, Graphics card, etc.? In fact, the faster your PC, the more your
RAM will do. I am glad that you are happy with your system, but I hope that you will upgrade other parts of the system first

before you do anything else. Your posts say that the hardware is fully up to date, but in none of the BIOS options are you sure
about the RAM speed, though you say that it works at all. I think that your PC needs some testing before you do anything else.
The Ryzen 7 1700X's performance is much better than the i3-2100, but it is still a lot slower than the Ryzen 7 1700. Not only

did I upgrade to the Ryzen 520fdb1ae7
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